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Student organizes disposal of old medications
Coordinates with
government agencies to
develop environmentfriendly disposal plan
for Muskegon area

in
business
and
healthcare
management,
developed the idea
for MAMDP after
learning there was
no way to dispose
of unused
and
expired medication
in the Muskegon ^
By Anya Zentmeyer
area.
GVL Assistant News Editor
“The thought of
On Feb. «20, 428 pounds of
the unused and expired medications
medication was collected by the damaging the environment really
Muskegon Area Medication Disposal
inspired me to find a better way to
Program. A collaborative of several properly dispose of them,” said Uthe,
community organizations aimed at
who
coordinated
properly
disposing
‘Each organization
with governmental
of
toxic
unused
agencies such as
truly sees the
medication. MAMDP
the
DEA, FDA,
benefits and
is the brainchild of
DEQ and MDOT
Grand Valley State
purpose of the
to determine what a
University
senior
compliant program
disposal
program
Carrie Uthe.
would look like and
Where previously
and the impact
pass if ever audited.
these
medications
When
working
it can have on a
were advised
by
with
medication,
better tomorrow.”
the Food and Drug
Uthe said, regulation
Administration
CARRIE UTHE
is one of the hardest
to be flushed, the
GVSU SENIOR
factors to straighten
method has raised
out and overcome.
environmental
“Regulation barriers and funding
concerns about the effect of the toxic have been our biggest challenges
waste on clean drinking water.
especially in today's economy,”
The new recommended method Uthe said. “We have participation
is to have these medications from organizations willing to share
incarcerated, leaving little waste and staff and resources but with budgets
reducing environmental concerns.
as tight as they are funding is a
Uthe, a senior earning her degree
in liberal studies with an emphasis
See Medication, A2
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New laws limit credit card use.

New credit card
law raises rates,
restrictions
Courtesy Photo / Carrie Uthe

GV senior Carrie Uthe started the Muskegon Area Medication Disposal Program.

By Garrett Pelican
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Carrie Uthe

About 428 pounds of old medications were collected last month by MAMDP.
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High schools consider
elimination of senior year
New Utah ballot proposal could gain support
in other states as budget deficits grow
measures such as Utah’s may
become more common.
“At first I was kind of stunned
If a Utah senator’s proposal at the thought of taking off what
to solve his state’s budget deficit really is 25 percent of a high school
catches on in Michigan, Grand experience,” Remenap said. “But
Valley State University could boast at the same time, people are going
an even younger freshman class.
to be getting creative with ways to
In what appears to be a desperate save money in education, in every
effort to eliminate part of a $700 state - especially Michigan right
million deficit, Utah lawmakers now.”
are discussing a ballot proposal
West Catholic High School
to make the 12th grade optional. Principal Tom Maj said his biggest
Initially, Utah state Sen. Chris concern is the move appears to be
Butters
proposed
strictly financially
the elimination of
“The reality of it is,
motivated
with
the senior year of
education
of
we need money to
high school, which
students taking a
he said could save
run schools, and
backseat.
the state up to
“If as a nation
states are struggling
$60 million. After
we believe that we
right now.”
hearing a public
are smarter at 17
outcry
from the
than we were at 18
CARYN KING
Utah
community
then there might be
GVSU ASSOCIATE DEAN
Butters has since
some merit to this;
suggested
that
but it’s financial,”
senior year become optional Maj said. “There’s your evidence of
for students who complete their how poorly we’ve done educating
required credits early.
people if this is how we respond
Young adults would then be to education, by simply looking at
given the chance to further their dollar amounts to it.”
education by enrolling in college
Both Remenap and Maj agreed
courses following their
junior there are a handful of students who
year.
may be ready for college after their
With many states in similar junior year, leaving little reason for
budget crises, Michigan included, them to wait another year. Yet there
Allendale High School Principal
Dan Remenap said extreme
See Senior Year, A2

By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Staff Writer

GVL Photo Illustration / Brian B. Sevald

Applicants may be extra nervous for an interview when their references are fake.

Fake references lure students
As competition for
jobs increases, some
applicants turn to
fabricated references
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Senior Reporter

The struggle to get a job has
become a part of the college
experience. With all the resources
available to help students secure that
first job. the use of companies that
generate fake references has also
increased.
In 2(X)9, unemployment rates for
graduates ages 20-24 reached 10.6
percent, and although 96 percent
of Grand Valley State University’s
2(X)8 graduates are employed or in
graduate school, students are still
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feeling the squeeze.
Several companies have been
created to help job seekers, including
students, with less than ideal
resumes. One, CareerExcuse.com,
has been so overrun with clients
that it is currently not accepting new
users.
CareerExcuse
fabricates job
references for paying clients who
have resume gaps or a poor reference
record. The company poses as a
client’s past employer, going as
far as creating a new, non-existent
company with a phone number,
address, logo. Web site and online
profi le. A CareerExcuse operator acts
as a job reference when an employer
calls and clients can specify the
skills or attributes they would like
the operator to emphasize.
Founder
William
Schmidt
believes his company is providing
an important service and helping
clients land jobs.
“Many years ago, I asked my
cousin to be a former employer after
1 quit my first job,” he said. “We
spent hours rehearsing everything he
needed to know and what questions
he may have to ask. A few days later,
the employer finally called and his
wife answered the phone. Needless
to say, I never heard back from that
employer.”
However,
Sue
Lindrup,
employment manager for Human
Resources, said Schmidt's Web site

♦Some Restrictions
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Say goodbye to the days of
free water bottles, T-shirts, pens,
coupons and any other “gifts”
found at the swag stations from
the credit card booths in the
Kirkhof Center.
As of Feb. 22, any banks
offering incentives or credit card
issuers must distance themselves
at least 1,000 feet from college
campuses throughout the nation.
This measure is just one of the
many
stage-two
provisions
outlined in the new Credit CARD
Act of 2009.
In addition, students at Grand
Valley State University and other
schools may find paying for
college next year to be a more
difficult task than in previous
years. Another key provision of
the new laws is stricter regulation
on issuing credit cards to those
under 21. Signees must now
either demonstrate an income
capable of paying for the card of
have an adult co-signer.
With trying economic times
ahead, it is increasingly tough to
see the upside of such changes,
but GVSU finance department
chair Sridhar Sundaram said the
effects of the new laws will be
largely beneficial.
“Going back for the last 20
years, we’ve made it so much
easier for credit card companies
to come and do promotions on
campus,” Sundaram said. “And
this change will help our campus
and others get away from that. It
will make it harder for students
to obtain credit cards. On the
other hand, I don’t think it will
be a bad thing because younger
people will learn to manage their
budgets better.”
Sundaram added that the new
laws will also prevent card issuers
from enticing students with
“teaser rates” and then charging
higher rates further down the
road, a common practice prior to
the recent legislation.
GVSU senior and finance
major Tyler Bauer agreed with
Sundaram’s assessment.
“(The new laws might)
force students to become more
financially
responsible
and
change their frivolous spending
habits,” Bauer said. “In that
way it protects students, because
banks have promised kids these
ridiculously low interest rates,
and then a few months down
the road, they’ll jack them up to
numbers as high as 22 percent."
But Bauer, who also works
at a Grand Rapids financial
firm, warned not all of the laws’
changes will be so beneficial.
Citing
some
students’
dependency on the cards to cover
the costs of tuition, housing and
living expenses. Bauer said the
new law might actually hurt some
young people more than it helps
them.
“It might affect whether
students can attend a higher
institution, so some might attend

As Michigan's government struggles to balance its deficit, it could follow Utah's

See Fake, A2
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Act requires co
signer or financial
independence for
cardholders under 21

example and explore the possibility of making high school senior year optional.

Apply

FREE

For Students, Faculty, and Staff @ Lanthorn.com

See Credit card, A2
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Medication
continued from page A1

challenge.”
Aside from that, Uthe said
she believes MAMDP has
been a success, especially
considering the overwhelming
response received at the first
event on Feb. 20. Uthe and
MAMDP have their next
event scheduled for April 17
at the White Lake Ambulance
Authority.
MAMDP has four main

Senior Year
continued from page A1

Spend too much
on spring break?
Now offering a post
Special!!!

LEASE
at 48 West
& receive

Fake

$150

continued from page A1

and others similar to it
should be avoided.
“Stay away from them,”
she said.
“Candidates
should try to get some good
experience
at
reputable
companies or organizations,
such as internships for
students, and be honest on all
application materials.”
For Kasey Gorby, a
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are opportunities to do so
already, including high school
students who dual enroll in
college courses. Maj used
Catholic Central alumnus
Ryan Lomonoco as an example
of the exception. Lomonoco
graduated in 2004 - when he
was 14 years old. Two years
ago Lomonoco graduated
from Aquinas College at the
age of 18.
Caryn
King, associate
dean for Accreditation and
Assessment in Grand Valley
State University’s School of
Education, graduated from a
Pennsylvania high school in
three years. She chose to start
attending college instead of

Grand Valley Lanthorn

goals, Uthe said. (I) Education
to expand awareness and the
importance of the program, (2)
To continue one-day disposal
and drop-off events in 2011
with secured funding, (3) To
expand and develop a daily
medication and sharps drop
off through a participating
retail pharmacy program for
non-control led and overthe-counter medications, (4)
To develop a sharp drop off
through one-day and daily
disposal events.

One of the most interesting
aspects about MUMDP, Uthe
said, was every medication
bottle has its own story and
many of the residents at the
drop offs are willing to share.
Uthe said the stories remind
her one person can still make
a difference in today’s world,
which she said is “an amazing
feeling.”
“(My
proudest
accomplishment has been)
seeing a community of
resources
from
different

working
backgrounds
together toward the success
of this program,” Uthe
said. “This program has
become a coalition, made
up of healthcare providers,
pharmacists, la w enforcement,
corporations, city, county and
state government agencies.
Each organization truly sees
the benefits and purpose of
the disposal program and the
impact it can have on a better
tomorrow.”
assistantnews® lanthorn .com

her senioryear.citing boredom
as her reason for making the
early jump. For students such
as herself, she thinks it would
not be an issue acclimating
themselves to college a year
early.
“But for others it may be
a little more difficult; they
may not be as mature or have
as many life experiences as
someone who has gone through
four years of conditional
school,” King said.
She added is difficult to
keep the mindset of valuing
education the most, when
the economy is in such dire
circumstances.
“The reality of it is, we
need money to run schools,
and states are struggling right

now,” she said. “We need to
step back and think how we
can do similar things with less
resources and still do a good
job.”
King is an example of a
student who was able to excel
in high school in three years
because of her commitment to
learning.
“I don’t think it is
necessarily about the number
of years a student is in high
school but rather the amount
of rigor built into those years,”
said Jodi M. Chycinski,
director of Admissions at
GVSU.
Many argue that senior
year is considered “slack
year” and students take the
year less seriously than their

previous high school years.
However, thanks to the new
Michigan Merit Curriculum
passed in 20()6, the minimum
requirements for high school
graduates will increase starting
with next year’s seniors.
Graduates will be required
to have four years of English
and math and three years of
science, among%other stricter
guidelines.
“Kids often say ‘it’s senior
year, it’s blow-off year,”’
Remenap said. “And quite
frankly, that was probably the
case two or three years ago.
But nowadays there’s more
academic focus during senior
year than there ever used to
be.”
rnkuzawa @ lanthorn .com

businessstudent whocurrently
works two jobs, entry level
jobs in her field can be hard
to come by.
“Businesses likeemployees
that are experienced, and most
college students don’t have a
lot of business experience,”
she said.
However, Gorby
also
said she did not support the
company’s practices.
“I think that the people who

use them are dishonest and
are only hurting themselves
because they are paying for a
fake good reputation that they
could easily ruin if they aren’t
actually fit for the job,” she
said, adding it is important
for students to put themselves
out there and gain experience
while they are in school.
Lindrup said she didn’t
understand the motivation to
pay for a fake reference.

“T hese are tough economic
times and finding a job is
difficult,” she said. “Maybe
they feel they are more
competitive if their resume
looks stronger.”
Students
interested
in
finding a job or internship
may contact GVSU’s Career
Services department at http://
www.gvsu.edu/careers.
shutcher@lanthorn .com

Credit card

well with them,” Bauer said.
“Sometimes it’s within their
budget to make payments on
an item they couldn’t afford
to buy in a lump sum. It also
helps them build credit for
future purchases like a car or
a home.”
Similar to many of his peers,
GVSU student Brian Kung
relies on credit cards not only
for convenience purchases but
also for emergency situations.
“I actually like having
a credit card in case of
emergencies and I don’t have
any money in my bank account
or cash on hand ” Kung said.
“I can buy what I need and
worry about paying it off later.
It’s bad because it can add up
but good because if I need a
tank of gas, l can get that.”
A Chase cardholder for
four years, Kung said despite
his experience using credit, he
still finds himself misusing his
card on occasion. To that end,
he admitted to racking up as
much as $2,500 in outstanding
balances on his card at one
point.
“For a student, that’s a lot,
but it comes from spending
on things I don’t need,” Kung
said. “Sometimes 1 get in the
mindset of ‘my parents can
bail me out’ and that’s a bad
thing. But the example has

been set by our government.
Look at the banks, what did
the government do when they
needed money?”
Sundaram said students
often make small purchases,
but those can accumulate
quickly, and the damage done
to people’s credit scores can
have lasting impacts.
“The biggest problem,
clearly, is they’re piling
up debt,” Sundaram said.
“They’ll often have multiple
credit cards and they’ll use one
to pay off another. It becomes
a vicious circle — and it’s not
just students; it’s anybody.
With students, there is that
youth and lack of maturity
that comes into balancing
how much they’re making and
how much they can afford to
spend.”
The bottom line, Sundaram
said, is while the changes
will make it more difficult for
young people to obtain cards,
it will be helpful to them in the
long run.
Along
with
restricted
access and higher rates, the
changes also include opt-out
rights for cardholders, clearer
due dates and times, more time
to pay bills and limitations on
universal defaults, interest rate
hikes and over-limit fees.
gpelican @ lanthorn .com
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continued from page A1

community colleges instead,”
Bauer said. “And for those
that can afford the tuition of a
school like Grand Valley, the
new laws could affect whether
or not they can afford to rent a
house or an apartment. It could
have a wide range of affects
for different people, and we
won’t know for certain what
they will be until people students included - encounter
them.”
Bauer pointed out the
new laws might also offer
protection to the banks and
other card issuers, who “no
longer have to deal with the
hassle of taking people to
court for debts as low as a
couple thousand.”
Flipping
the
situation
around, he also said card
issuers could lose a lot of
potential profits because of the
legislation.
Regardless of the outcome,
one certainty is because of
the law changes, credit cards’
interest rates will travel
one way: up. This result,
Bauer said, is an “unfair and
unfortunate consequence” for
young people that are smart
with their spending habits.
“Some kids really do
need (credit cards) and do

pregnancy
resource
center

The right
to choose
includes
right to
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■1* GVL DIGEST
News in Brief

Rec Center attendance falls, Buff For Break challenge ends
By Nadira Kharmai
GVL Staff Writer

Lanthorn Literary Edition to
give prizes for winners

ITie
Grand
Valley
Lanthorn
is
seeking
submissions for its Literary
Edition, which will be
published April 5.
The live categories are:
1. Short stories
2. Poetry
3. Illustration
4. Photography
5. Art/design
The
deadline
for
submissions is 5 p.m. March
22, and participants may
enter up to threV submissions
per category.
One entry from each
category will win a $50
cash prize, so long as
there are at least three
separate participants in each
category.
The winners will be
chosen by faculty members
from the writing, art and
photog ra phy departments.
A staff section will be
offered. Lanthorn staff are
not eligible to win.
Entries and questions may
be submitted to Managing
Eklitor Lauren Fitch by
e-mail at managaingeditor@
lanthom.com
Google fiber comes to Grand
Rapids

The leading community
organizers
for
bringing
Google Fiber to Grand
Rapids have a Web page
design
competition
for
students of high schools and
colleges in Grand Rapids.
The competition is open
to students only and will
mn through midnight on
March 26. Any student or
organization is welcome to
sign up, but there is only one
sign up per school.
For more information,
visit
www.inthe616.com/
student, the Grand Rapids
Technology Partnership at
htt://vvww.grtp.org and the
Google Fiber for Grand
Rapids Web site at httpi//
www.facebook.com/pages/
Google-Fiber-for-GrandRapids/324192728477.
GVSU business plan
competition

Seidman
College
of Business’ Center for
Entrepreneurship
and
Innovation will sponsor its
third annual student Business
Plan competition on Tuesday
at 6 p.m. at the Ixxisemore
Auditorium. Seven students
will present their plans in
hopes of winning the total
prize money of up to $10.(XX).
During their presentation,
contestants have 10 minutes
to pitch their business model
and what it will take to get
their business operational.
Veteran volunteers from
the West Michigan business
and
entrepreneurship
community will judge the
plans. The winner of the
competition will move on
to the regional competition
on April 15. For more
information, visit http://
www.gvsu .edu/ent or contact
Katie Racey at (616) 331 7582.
Grand dialogue connects
science and religion at GVSU

The
annual
Grand
Dialogue in Science or
Religion will be held tin
Saturday, from 9a.m. to 3p.m.
at I xxisemore Auditorium
on
the
Pew Campus.
This year’s keynote speech,
“Experience, Reason, and
Faith in Science and Religion:
A Buddhist Perspective,”
features B. Alan Wallace,
editor, author, translator and
contributer to more than 30
books on Tibetan Buddhism,
culture, langauge and the
connection between science
and religion.
The conferemce is free
and open to the public, and
those interested can registerat
http://www.GrandDialogue.
org.or call (616) 331-5702.
Afternoon
breakout
sessions
feature
presentations from faculty
and
representatives
of
the member colleges and
universities and a complete
listing can be found on the
Grand Dialogue Web site.

Spring break is over and
from the lack of rush in the
Recreation Center, it seems as
if, for many students, keeping
tit is over, uxi.
In past years, numbers have
shown an increase in attendance
at the Recreation Center in
January as well as a steady
decline toward March. T he gym
was packed in January 2010
with more than 13,000 people,
but by mid-March attendance
shrank by almost 2,(XX).
“Based on prior years, we
should see a decrease in users
this year following spring break
as well,” said Kate Harmon,
Athletic
and
Recreation
Facilities manager.
The decrease in attendance
can also be seen in the six-week
program Get Butt for Break.
The program, headed by the
Fitness and Wellness Center,
began Jan. 25, and wrapped
up on March 5 as an incentive
for students and staff to get
healthy. Students, faculty and
staff registered for the program
online free of charge.
“Campus Recreation puts it

on as a way to motivate people a hectic time for classes and it
to keep their resolutions and seems like more assignments are
get ready for spring break,” due,” Donald said. "But I also
said Jocelyn Bunce, a graduate think the numbers at the Rec,
assistant at the Fitness and as a whole, and the participation
of the Get Buff program
Wellness Center.
The motivation only goes so declines because people are self
far. By the end of the program, conscious, and their motivation
only lasts so
numbers drop,
king
when
but why?
“As the semester
there
are
“As
the
goes on, schedules
already-fit
semester goes
get busier, and
hxxlies at the
on, schedules
gym.”
get busier, and it
it gets harder to
Donald
becomes harder
prioritize workouts.’
said she thinks
to
prioritize
AMY CAMPBELL
the one thing
workouts,” said
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
missing from
Amy Campbell,
FITNESS AND WELLNESS
the program is
assistantdirector
CETNER
the outreach to
of the Fitness
people who are
and
Wellness
Center. “It seems like a lot of obese.
"Obesity is a problem on
people are in ‘crunch time’ and
try to get in last-minute workouts campus and 1 think it’s hard for
someone who is on the heavier
before the challenge ends.”
Student Michelle Donald has side to gather the motivation and
participated in the Get Buff for drive to dedicate a few hours a
Break program for the past two week at the gym," Donald said.
years. She believes the program She believes if the Fitness and
is a great incentive to initiate Wellness Center had free group
the ongoing process of wellness exercise classes at a beginner
but, similar to Campbell, she level, the participation numbers
recognizes why students may would not fall so drastically or
quickly.
stop with their rigorous routine.
Donald's concern is one
“The end of March is usually

many Fitness and Wellness
Center staff hear. Fortunately,
there are programs that help
people at the beginning level.
“We understand there are a
lot of people who arc nervous
about coming into the Rec so
that's where our office (the
Fitness and Wellness Center)
comes into play,” Bunce said.
The office offers a variety
of programs and even a private
nxini for people to work out.
“People need to remember
that others who work out
successfully don't bother about

what they’re wearing and who’s
looking at them,” Bunce said.
“Working out isn't for looks, it’s
for health.”
While Bunce recognizes
the decline in the numbers of
people staying active, she hopes
the warm weather serves as an
encouragement to go outside to
run, jog or walk.
“Classes may get stressful
but one of the best ways to
combat stress while keeping
fit is to take advantage of the
beautiful weather,” she said.
news@ lanthorn com

Great Lakes states
receive $79 million to stop
invasion of Asian Carp
Granholm disagrees with Obama s prevention
plan, calls for ‘permanent solution'
for chemical treatments and
research into Asian Carp
controls.
The federal government is
Gov. Jennifer Granholm
taking steps to prevent Asian proposed a different solution.
Carp from invading the Great She and other Great Lakes
Lakes, funding almost $79 governors suggested closing
million to the Great Lakes the canals for two to three
states to stop the species from weeks at a time, but the plan
spreading.
was not passed.
Asian Carp is a broad
“All that being said, we
term for a group of related strongly encouraged them to
fish that were brought to the close the locks,” Granholm
Mississippi River in the ‘70s said at the summit. “This has
by catfish farmers. The fish, to be a permanent solution.”
which include
While
“if carp invade
bighead carp
she said she
andsilvercarp,
believes
the
the Great Lakes, it
are
invasive
efforts
are
will change them
species
that
headed in the
feed off of
forever.”
right direction,
plankton,
Granholm
wiping out the
believes there
bottom of the
JENNIFER NALBONE
is still a long
food chain and
GREAT LAKES UNITED
way to go.
making them
“They said
especially
there
was
dangerous to lakes. While no not enough evidence yet to
Asian Carp have been found shut down the locks,” she
in the Great Lakes, scientists said, adding that the DNA
found strands of their DNA evidence should have been
in Lake Michigan fish in enough. “You know I support
January.
99 percent of what the Obama
On Feb. 8, the White administration is doing, on
House convened an “Asian this one issue, though, we
Carp Summit” to address the have a disagreement.”
problem. Plans to prevent
Some
scientists
have
the spread of Asian Carp accused the Great Lakes states
include building new barriers of overreacting. They say the
between the C’hicago Canal carp could take as long as 25
and the Des Plaines River. years to gain a foothold in the
The new barriers, which Great Lakes, if they invade at
will cost $13.2 million, are all. The fishes’ need to spawn
intended to prevent carp from
in rivers such as the Illinois,
bypassing the electric barrier which they currently inhabit,
when water levels are high.
has cast doubts about whether
The 25-point plan, called they could survive in the
the Asian Carp Control Great Lakes.
Strategy Framework, falls
For Jennifer Nalbone,
short of closing the canals director of invasive species
that connect the Mississippi and navigation for Great
to Lake Michigan through
Lakes United who spoke at
the Chicago Sanitary and the summit, the reaction is
Shipping Canal, although it justified.
plans to open the canals less
“If the carp invade the
often. The ASCCSF also Great Lakes, it will change
includes provisions for dealing them forever.” she said.
with an invasion if it were
sbutcher@ lanthorn £otn
to occur, budgeting money

By Samantha Butcher
GVL Senior Reporter

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Scientists have found traces of Asian Carp DNA in fish in Lake
Michigan Barriers try to keep Asian Carp out of the Great Lakes.
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Seth Shostak said with continued technology advances, extraterrestrial life may be found by 2028.

Scientists expect first
contact with E.T.s by 2028
SET! astronomer
shares thoughts,
hopes of alien
contact with GVSU
By Derek Wolff
GVL Staff Writer

If you believe the human
race is not alone in the
universe, then get out your
calendars and mark down
the year 2028.
Seth
Shostak,
the
senior
astronomer
in
charge of alien life for the
Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence,
and
his
colleagues believe 2028 is
the year when contacts with
extraterrestrials could first
be established. This theory
of contact was one of many
points Shostak brought up
on Monday night during
his “When Will We Find
the
Extraterrestrials?”
lecture in the Loosemore
Auditorium
on
Grand
Valley State University's
Pew Campus.
“I think we’re within
decades of finding them,”
Shostak said. “If this is
going to work,you're going
to see this succeed in the
next two dozen years."
In
his
presentation.
Shostak
rejected
the
proposals
raised
by
other
scientists
that
extraterrestrials
were
already here on Earth,
stating
it
is
unlikely
extraterrestrials had already
come across our planet.
Shostak also stressed
there is a greater chance
extraterrestrials will find
us before we find them,
since their societies could
be several billion years
ahead of ours. SETI has

42 antennas with 20-foot new developments, there’s
new
dishes in the Cascade always something
Mountains that can analyze in the astronomy field,”
more than one star at a Shostak said.
While some of SETI’s !
time. This allows SETI
to observe more than 750 opponents have argued
the
search
for
star systems, which means that
more than 2,000 stars could extraterrestrials is a project
“for the ages,” Shostak’s ;
respond to the signals.
Howrever, those are small inference disagreed.
“If
this
experiment
numbers, far too small for
anyone within that range to has value, if it’s based
on assumptions that are
know Homo sapiens exist.
“It
would
be reasonable, then it’s going
extraordinary if we had to succeed sooner rather
found a signal already than later,” he said.
In 1997, SETI thought
with such a small signal
they
had
found
real
Shostak said.
Since the universe is extraterrestrials and were
gigantic, it is more than prepared to prove doubters
likely
life does exist wrong. After a 16-hour
somewhere,
Shostak standoff however, the signal
explained, but the challenge they picked up proved to
is finding the right direction be a false alarm caused by
a
satellite.
tostart.SETI
Contrary
projects to
“If this is going to
to
popular
broadcast
work, you're going
Holly woodmore
than
in s p i r e d
six
billion
to see this succeed
beliefs, the
channels by
in the next two
government
2020, which
did
not
dozen years.”
they expect
intervene
to produce
SETH SHOSTAK
or
show
results
ASTRONOMER
interest in the
by
2028.
experience.
Shostak
“I don’t think there •
said the number of planets
in the universe is simply will be any reason to
too vast for mankind to panic,” Shostak said of •
begin spending the time verified SETI contact with .
and resources to hunt for extraterrestrials. “The first
thing we will do is verify ’
extraterrestrial life.
“If half of all stars have the signal, then contact the
planets, that’s about a astronomical community,
followed by the government ;
trillion planets,” he said.
and
then the media.”
Working
for
SETI
SETI remains hopeful the
since 1990. Shostak and
his colleagues have been 2028 deadline will produce
extremely
hopeful
and the desired result of direct
optimistic about the future contact, but for now he
due to advances in science will continue research for
intelligent life in the known
and technology.
“The ideas are always spheres of the universe.
lanthorn .com
changing; there’s always
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Obama's health care plan picks up support
By Alan Fram and
Ricardo Alsonso-Zaldivar
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) President Barack Obama's
much-challenged health care
overhaul gained traction
Wednesday as a liberal
lawmaker became the first
to switch his opposition and
Catholic nuns declared their
support in an unusual public
break with the bishops.
Rep. Dennis Kucinich,
D-Ohio, long a supporter
of
Medicare-for-all,
voted against the House
Democratic bill in November
because it did not go far
enough in creating a robust
government-run
plan
to
compete
with
private
insurance. But Kucinich
said Wednesday that the bill
coming before the House
represents the best chance
to expand coverage to the
uninsured, even if it does not
include a public plan.
At a Capitol Hill news
conference,
Kucinich
said his decision was a
combination of pragmatism
and concern about the impact
that defeat of the health care
bill would have on Obama’s
presidency.
“You do have to be very
careful that the potential
of
President
Obama’s
presidency not be destroyed
by
this
debate,”
said
Kucinich. “Even though
I have many differences
with him on policy, there’s
something much bigger at
stake here for America.”
Kucinich said he’d met
with Obama four times to
discuss the health overhaul,
most recently on Monday
when he flew back to Ohio
with the president aboard Air
Force One. Obama called

Kucinich’s decision “a good
sign ”
At stake is a bill that
would cover some
30
million uninsured people,
end
insurance
practices
such as denying coverage
to those with a pre-existing
conditions, require almost all
Americans to get coverage by
law and try to slow the cost
of medical care nationwide.
The
comprehensive
legislation
could
affect
nearly every American, from
those undergoing annual
checkups to people facing
major surgery.
Democratic leaders hope
to vote this weekend.
Meanwhile, in a rare
public disagreement that
will reverberate among the
nation’s 70 million Catholics,
leaders of religious orders
representing 59,000 nuns
sent lawmakers a letter
urging lawmakers to pass
the Senate health care bill.
Expected to come before the
House by this weekend, the
measure contains abortion
funding restrictions that the
bishops say don’t go far
enough.
“Despite false claims to the
contrary, the Senate bill will
not provide taxpayer funding
for elective abortions,” said
the letter signed by 60 leaders
of women’s religious orders.
“It will uphold longstanding
conscience protections and
it will make historic new
investments ... in support of
pregnant women. This is the
real pro-life stance, and we
as Catholics are all for it.”
The
U.S. Conference
of Catholic Bishops and
the National Right to Life
Committee have denounced
the bill as a backdoor
subsidy for abortion. But
the nuns and the Catholic

AP Photo / The Star, Charlie Nye

Rep. William Crawford, D-Indianapolis, addresses a gathering of supporters of Obama's nationalized health care plan during a counter
rally on the east steps of the Indiana Statehouse on Monday. On the south lawn, opponents of the plan conducted a "Kill The Bill" rally.

Health
Association
representing
some
600
hospitals — say restrictions
in the Senate bill would still
prevent taxpayer funding
for abortion, although the
legal mechanism for doing
so is different from what the
bishops prefer.
“This is politics; this
isn’t a question of faith and
morals,” said Sister Simone
Campbell, executive director
of Network, a national
Catholic social activism
lobby. “We are the ones who
work every day with people
who are suffering because
they don’t have health care.
We cannot turn our backs
on them, so for us, health
care reform is a faith-based
response to human need.”
Another sign of a rift

among abortion opponents
emerged as Rep. Dale Kildee,
D-Mich., announced his
support for the bill. Kildee
was among the anti-abortion
Democrats who backed a
Michigan Democrat, Rep.
Bart Stupak, in forcing tough
restrictions on the original
House-passed bill.
Kildee said in a statement
Wednesday that aftercareful
study, he’s concluded the
Senate bill would also bar
federal funding for abortion
— while saving lives by
providing coverage to those
now uninsured. “Voting for
this bill in no way diminishes
my pro-life voting record or
undermines my beliefs,” he
said. “1 am a staunch pro
life member of Congress,
both for the born and the

unborn.”
Another
anti-abortion
Democrat,
who
voted
against the House legislation
in November, said the nuns’
support for the Senate bill is
factoring into his decision
making.
Freshman
Rep.
John Boccieri of Ohio said
Wednesday
he
remains
undecided, and wants to see
cost estimates and detailed
language before making up
his mind.
He’s been bombarded
with phone calls, e-mails,
television ads and more
from both sides of the issue
— including private planes
circling the skies over
his district pulling signs.
“They’ve laid our office
under siege,” said Boccieri.
“We can't even get to the

business of the day.”
Boccieri
declined
to
detail the contacts he’s had
with Democratic leadership
or administration officials,
though
he
described
discussions
as
“very
respectful” and said he didn’t
feel that his arm was being
twisted. Obama invited him
to an event in Ohio earlier
this week, but Boccieri
declined, saying he had other
plans.
“At the end of the day I
understand the passion and
weight of this decision,”
Boccieri said.
Wednesday’s
developments
heartened
House Democratic leaders,
who are still short of the 216
votes they need to pass the
bill.

UK can’t guarantee allies
don't torture detainees
By David Stringer
Associated Press Writer

LONDON
(AP)
Britain's government can’t
completely rule out that
its allies
torture
detainees
while
seeking
to tackle
the threat
from
terrorism,
according
to
an Brown
official
report released Wednesday.
An annual report on
human rights, issued by
Foreign Secretary David
Miliband, said Britain must
work
with
intelligence
agencies overseas, not all of
whom share U.K. standards
and laws.
“But we cannot afford
the luxury of only dealing
with those that do. The
intelligence we get from
others saves British lives,”
the report said.
The government said

in the report that it does
all it can to check that
people detained by other
nations who are considered
intelligence sources aren’t
badly treated.
But
the
government
acknowledged “there are
times when we cannot
reduce the risk to zero.”
Police are investigating
the actions of two British
intelligence officers over
their alleged complicity in
the torture of people held
overseas.
A dozen ex-Guantanamo
Bay detainees — 11 of
whom now live in Britain
— have begun legal cases
against Britain, accusing
the government of being
involved or condoning their
alleged mistreatment.
Prime Minister Gordon
Brown had insisted Britain
does not condone torture or
solicit others to torture on
its behalf.
Launching the report,
Miliband said Britain has a
responsibility to cooperate
in probes about such cases
as terror networks in South

Asia and drug trafficking
in the Caribbean — even
though
“engaging
with
foreign justice and security
organizations may expose
us to human rights risks.”
The
minister
had
previously
acknowledged
that Britain has stopped
operations with allies to
question suspects when
officials believed they could
not guarantee detainees
involved would not be
mistreated.
“This is never an easy
judgment, and we would be
failing in our twin duties
to defend the country and
uphold human rights if we
pretended that there was
never a tension between the
two,” the report said.
Last week, the former
head of the country’s
domestic spy agency MI5,
Eliza Manningham-Buller,
said
U.S.
intelligence
agencies misled key allies,
including
Britain,
over
its treatment of suspected
terrorists.

She
said
the
U.S.
deliberately
suppressed
details of its harsh handling
of
detainees
including
accused Sept. 1 I mastermind
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed.
However,
a
senior
British judge — Master of
the Rolls David Neuberger
— said last month that
MI5’s insistence in a court
case that it was unaware
of the harsh treatment of
some detainees held in CIA
custody was unreliable.
In a foreword to the
report — which features
on its cover a portrait of
Neda Agha-Soltan, a music
student shot dead in Tehran
during protests over Iran’s
election — Miliband warned
of emerging challenges to
human rights.
“The increasing threat
to gay people’s rights in
some
African
countries
reminds us that tolerance is
a dream rather than a reality
for much of the world’s
population,” he said.
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British allies are being investigated for alleged torture of detainees.
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More than 900 WWII-era military shells were found under a
road in west Moscow. At least 28 of the shells were armed.

Hundreds of WWII
artillery shells
found in Moscow
By Vladimir
Isachenkov
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW
(AP)
—
Dozens of people
were
evacuated
From
their homes in Russia’s
capital Wednesday after
maintenance
workers
uncovered hundreds of
rusty World War 11-era
artillery shells beneath a
road.
Sappers
removed
916 field artillery shells
of various caliber after
workers
expanding
a
road in west Moscow
stumbled upon the cache.
Residents of two nearby
buildings were evacuated
immediately, and the road
was closed to traffic.
At least 28 of the shells
were armed, said Igor
Chernego, the chief of
the district office of the
Emergency
Situations
Ministry for northwestern
Moscow.
But
he
downplayed the danger
they posed.
The shells were loaded
into
trucks
for
safe
disposal, according
to

Maj. Sergei Novikov of
the sappers unit.
Such finds are relatively
common in Russia, which
experienced some of World
War Il’s fiercest battles.
Some residents at the
scene claimed that the
cache — which featured
76mm and 152mm shells
— was part of a wider
network
of
ordnance
depots located in the area
since the 1930s.
Zufiar
Nurimanov,
72, who has been living
in the area for nearly 40
years, said that residents
routinely found shells in
the ground and some boys
were killed while playing
with them during Soviet
times.
“Many children played
with the ammunition, like
throwing shells into the
fire, and were killed,”
he said. Other residents
backed up Nurimanov’s
claim.
Lt. Col. Sergei Vlasov,
a
Moscow
military
spokesman, said the shells
would be destroyed at
a Moscow airfield later *
Wednesday.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON
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Though the Credit CARD Act of 2009 was intended to protect
students from potential financial woes caused by credit card
companies, those under 21 should realize the law will also •
prohibit them from seeking the benefits of credit cards.
With the implementation of the Credit CARD Act of 2009, students will no
longer see card issuers advertising on campus, companies can no longer use "teaser
rates” to entice students into signing up for cards and limitations have been set on
interest rate increases and over-limit fees.
While all of these changes seem positive for college students, the law also
includes some provisions that will not be so beneficial, the most crippling of which is
the requirement of anyone under 21 to have a cosigner in order tp obtain a credit card.
Supporters of the law say this provision protects young adults from getting into
debt problems or mining their credit scores from irresponsible spending with credit
cards and the inability to pay them off.
However, these students will also miss out on the advantages of holding their own
credit card such as establishing a line of credit at an earlier age and using credit cards
to cover vital expenses such as tuition, rent, car payments or emergency costs.
The legal age of emancipation is 18, so every young adult will not necessarily
have the support of parents or a spouse to cosign on a credit card. Also, many students
are not at the point in their lives to be able to prove financial security on their own.
How can we now deny them access to an important resource?
It is wrong to assume every college student has poor money management skills
and thus prohibit everyone under 21 from holding their own card.
Also, this provision will reduce the profit credit card companies do receive from
those who are unable to make their scheduled payments, forcing them to raise interest
rates tor everyone. T he responsible and irresponsible are punished alike.
In a difficult economy, more people may find it necessary to make large purchases
on credit when they do not have the entire sum at once. TTiis does not mean they will
always be unable to make the payments and find themselves in debt.
For those worried about college students lacking proper money management
skills, the solution is education, not simply delaying their means to harm.
We entrust 16 year olds with the potentially dangerous responsibility of driving a
car. but we do not simply hand them the keys.
Education is vital in preparing teenagers for the road, and the same principle can
be applied in equipping young adults to navigate the financial world.
ITiose interested in sharing their feedback on the Credit CARD Act can contact
a representative of the House Financial Serv ices Committee through its Web site at
http://financialservices.house.gov/contact.html.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR --------------------------------

GV Greeks don't fit 'party animal' stereoptype
In Curtis Kalleward’s article “Its All
Gone to Pot,” he makes a point of tying
Greek life, particularly fraternities, to
alcohol, particularly the encouragement
of its abuse. As a member of a fraternity,
I find this blatant stereotype immensely
offensive. As a community, GVSU
Greeks have struggled for years to
eliminate the negative stereotypes
most people have about fraternities
and sororities and drinking. While
the average student associates Greeks
with drinking, partying, and general
debauchery, the fact is our organizations
are leaders in community service,
academic achievements, and charitable
donations. The fraternities and sororities
of Grand Valley raise thousands of
dollars each year for various charitable
organizations and medical research.
My fraternity alone raised $1(),(XX) for
Canine Companions for Independence
last year, and this year were active
supporters of organizations such as To
Write Love on Her Arms and the Vagina

Monologues. Not only are we extremely
active members of the community, we
work tirelessly to spread awareness of
alcohol and the dangers of its abuse.
In fact our new members are required
to attend seminars discussing alcohol
abuse and its mature management. Yet
despite all of our accomplishments, hard
work, and charitable activity, we still
find ourselves being used as examples
of alcohol abuse and inappropriate
behavior. I think I speak for the entire
Greek community at GVSU when I
say that the ignorant ideas about our
organizations perpetuated by Kalleward’s
article negate all that we have worked
for, and all that we stand for. We are a
community of value-based service as
well as brotherfuxxl and sisterhcxxl, not
frats and party animals.
Jimmy Burger
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Delta Phi Chapter
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What improvements would you like to
see made to Blackboard?

"An overall better

"I would like to

"I would like to see

"It would be nice if

"When we open

look and feel with

see consistency in

more consistent

a document would

documents on

better navigation

keeping the same

uptime. Blackboard

open the first time

Blackboard with

also."

tabs available

is the backbone of

you try to open it. I

the computers at

for each class.

so many classes

hate having to tell

school they are

Sometimes I cannot

and to have

Internet Explorer

not downloaded

access them when

an unreliable

that I do indeed

for the first time

I need to take an

system is simply

want to open it."

so that we have to

online quiz or test."

unacceptable."

Chad Rasmussen

Emily Mayer

Jason Litke

Josh Sutton

Yurie Kato

Junior
Information Systems

Junior

Junior

Sophomore

Senior

Spanish, English

Information Systems

Accounting/Finance

Exercise and Science

Muskegeon, Mich.

Education

Holland, Mich.

Madison Heights,

Toyota, Japan

Holland, Mich.

No: 90%

Yes: 10%
This week's question:
Should Michigan high schools
consider eliminating senior year?

/^\ Vote online at
( Pj Lanthorn.com

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.
The Grand Valley 1 .anthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped oft in person.
I otters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.
letters appear as space permits each
•♦
♦♦

I

issue. ITie limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions arxl clarity.
All letters must be typed.
TTie Grand Valley Lanthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
TTie name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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America charges for chances
Zee
Fossett

Money means
everything — in a
capitalistic society. With
monetary gain, people
purchase luxury clothes
and cars, power and
respect, and efficient,
royal service. While
thinking about all
the inexpensive and
expensive things we use
money to buy, I realized
one thing we purchase
that is and always will be
intangible.
In America we put
money down on the
“possibility” of a thing;
in many instances we
pay for only a chance at
success.
One of the most
obvious examples

of aiming at blind
likelihood is automobile,
house, health or life
insurance. While
operating a vehicle,
owning a home and
remaining healthy
require some form of
protection,all instances
prompt you to pay for
security in efforts to
counter a potential series
of unfortunate events.
In the case you never
use the insurance, the
money is not returned to
you; it becomes payment
for the service of having
your back.
Marriage is another
colossal promise built
on a hill of invisibility.
With marriage comes
counseling fees and
wedding costs and the
rest of your life stock
of energy, love, time,
personal space, sexual
freedom, etc.

Tribal casinos too

Valley Vote
Is marijuana use more
dangerous than alcohol?

repeat the same
action again."

No one can disagree
Michigan has a plethora
of casinos.
When Firekeepers
opened its doors last
August in Battle Creek,
it became the 22nd of
its kind to operate here.
Halfway between Grand
Rapids and Kalamazoo
along US-131, in
little-known Gun l.ake,
construction is well under
way to complete the next
gambling center by the
end of summer 2010.
But lying underneath
the rubble of these
state-of-the-art structures
is a scary fact to
Michiganders: These
tribal casinos contribute
little benefit to our
struggling state.
The Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act, enacted
in 1988, prohibited states
from taxing tribal gaming
revenues. Five years
later, then Michigan Gov.
John Engler signed off
on identical tribal casino

compacts with each of
the state's seven tribes,
witnessing an explosion
of tribal-owned casinos in
its aftermath.
Originally, Engler's
plan created two sources
of revenue sharing. The
state would have received
8 percent of all tribal
casino revenues, while the
local community in which
a casino sat would take
in an additional 2 percent
itself. Unfortunately,
when voters approved
the first of three
com mere i a 11 y-ope rated
casinos to open in Detroit
in 1996, the state forfeited
its 8 percent revenue
share with tribal casinos.
Now, with our
economy in shambles and
the city’s unemployment
reaching more than
25 percent, Detroit’s
gambling industry is a
travesty. Greektown is
attempting to emerge
from bankruptcy while
MGM-Grand and
MotorCity can barely
stay afloat. Increased
competition from tax-free
facilities who can offer
similar services at lower
rates is just adding salt to
the wound

When it all comes
down to it though, you
invest in only a sheer
possibility that the
marriage will prove
prosperous and healthy.
It's a possibility you will
never be able to grip with
your hands. Planning
and honesty can account
for a great lifetime
commitment, but seeing
as though most marriages
fail, maybe we should
stop spending our money
for prospects of love.
Similarly, fast food,
casino gaming and drug
consumption can all put
receipts in your hand, but
only for the possibility
of good taste, buckets
full of winnings or a
decent high — not for
f(X) percent guaranteed
satisfaction. Additionally,
they can lead to obesity,
debt, addiction or death,
respectively.

Of all the things
Americans waste their
money on it seems
most idiotic that we are
willing and sometimes
forced to pay for
chance. Our comfort
with this is disturbing
but understandable on a
level. While nothing can
be for certain, the power
in the possibility of a
thing makes paying for it
(taking a risk) intriguing
or fulfilling in some way.
Stepping up to a
situation that involves
chance does not require
us to change ourselves
at all and in most cases,
we view it as sequins
on our already golden
cape — an upgrade. You
find yourself thrilled by
the potential in the gap
between our predicted
reality and the actual end
result of an investment.
rfrtssett@ lanthom com

big of a gamble
According to the
Michigan Gaming
Control Board, since
the inception of the 2
percent local revenue
sharing, tribal casinos
have contributed close
to $224.5 million to their
respective communities.
If the state revenue share
had never disappeared,
the government would
have seen almost $9(X)
million more in cashflow
since 1993. l^ast year
alone, the state would
have accumulated more
than $54 million.
To put this in
perspective, the cost of
reinstating the broken
Michigan Promise
scholarships is believed
to be somewhere near
$300 million. Not to
say Lansing would have
wisely distributed all
of the revenue sharing
money to its young
minds, but one can hope.
At the time of
Detroit’s casino
construction approval, the
casinos were supposed
to be an important
revitalization tool for a
city falling further into
despair.
A recent study

conducted at Michigan
State University found
Detroit has experienced
several positive impacts
since the erection of the
commercial casinos.
Professors Omar
Moufakkirand Donald
F. Holecek said the three
locations have been
effective in attracting
tourists, contributing to
other community tourismrelated businesses,
introducing new money
into the area and
generating taxes and jobs.
Crime and bankruptcy
also declined slightly after
the casinos were erected.
Don't misinterpret
what I’m saying here as
being derogatory toward
gambling. I love spending
an afternoon at the quarter
slots. I just hate having
more than a couple of
freeloading tribal casinos
in our state that offer us
little aid.
The original statetribal compacts expire
in 2013 but before
negotiations commence,
lawmakers should take
a serious kx>k at altering
revenue sharing with the
tribal casinos,
< kallewand® lanthom x'om
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Character Close Up: Senior Justin Wierzbicki

GVSU's Psycho Fan
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Managing Editor

Any Laker basketball fan
has probably noticed the guy
at the end of the bleachers with
“Psycho Fan" printed on the
back of his T-shirt. With all the
yelling, running around and
dancing, he is hard to miss.
While
many
recognize
Psycho Fan. fewer people know
his alter ego Justin Wierzbicki, a
fifth-year senior at Grand Valley
State University majoring in
political science.
"Originally 1 wanted to be
called Justin, but after awhile 1
realized that people remember
the name on the back of the

jersey so I’ve grown to like
either/or” he said.‘There’sonly
one Psycho Fan; there’s more
than one Justin out there "
However. Wierzbicki was
willing to retire his Psycho
Fan role during one basketball
game long enough to share
some of the methods behind
the madness of his cheering.
As he removed his sunglasses,
adjusted his official Psycho Fan
jersey and wiped the sweat from
his forehead. Wierzbicki smiled
while explaining the inspiration
fueling his over-the-top hobby.
“With
something
that
exemplifies excellence like
Grand Valley athletics and
really puts a good name to the

college, 1 just think at the end
of the day we need to let (the
athletes) know we love them,
we support their efforts, we’re
proud of them,” he said.
Wierzbicki’s“rambunctious”
cheering style began in seventh
grade and continued through his
time at Hopkins High School
when he was officially named
“Psycho Fan,” though he
said what he currently does at
GVSU’s basketball games is the
toned-down version.
In contrast to the rowdy
personality he exhibits on the
sidelines, Wierbicki was laid
back as he talked about how
he originally planned to give
up Psycho Fan altogether when
he got to college. However, 10
minutes into the first Laker home
basketball game he attended.
Psycho Fan reappeared and
has been cheering on GVSU
athletes for the past five years.
“It’s been difficult to explain
what I do to a lot of people,”
Wierzbicki said. “I’m out there
trying to get everybody fired
up and I’m kind of the first
line of cheering outside of the
cheerleaders ... 1 yell really
loudly all the time; that’s the
probably the best way to say

it.”
Psycho
Fan’s
routine
involves much more than
yelling, crazy dance moves,
slow motion sports replays,
singing and running around
the sidelines. He said he tries
to incorporate elements of pop
culture into his cheering.
“Basically whatever pops
into my head,” Wierzbicki said
of the sources for his boisterous
yelling. "The idea is to be
sportsman-like in supporting
our team but also to try and get
in the heads of the other team.”
Wierzbicki clarified there
are five levels of Psycho Fan.
Level one entails sitting on the
bleachers and yelling. Level
two adds dancing around during
time outs. Stepping it up to level
three involves running up and
down the court, and level four
is for when he “really gets into
the game and starts screaming
off the top of (his) lungs and just
doing crazy things.” Level five
is saved for rare occasions and
Wierzbicki said he’s only used it
a couple times for an Elite Eight
game.
“It’s
when
I’m
so
rambunctious even I question
what I do." he said.

With the intense nature of on his players.
"The more energy, more
his cheering, Wierzbicki said
there is a risk of injury and so enthusiasm and more support
he usually arrives about an hour from the crowd, the more it
before the game to stretch, warm eggs on our guys, and he is at
up his voice and survey the best the forefront of that," Wesley
said. "I think he’s great. I wish
area to encourage the team.
“I mastered this Psycho we had a thousand psychos.”
Ltx)king back on his five
Fan art about two years ago,”
Wierzbicki said. "I know how years as GVSU’s Psycho Fan,
long I can yell before my voice Wierzbicki reminisced about
one
game
gets a little sore.
“I mastered this
I know how
that stood out
as his finest
hard I can push
Psycho Fan art about
moment.
it
physically
two years ago...
At
the
without injuring
Basically the rule is,
2007 men’s
myself
basketball
Basically
the
is our team playing
game against
rule is, is our
at its best?”
Michigan
team
playing
at its best? And
S < a t e
JUSTIN WIERZBICKI
University in
if they’re not I
GVSU PSYCHO FAN
the
Breslin
need to try and
Center, Wierzbicki got a ticket
get them fired up.”
Two years ago. Psycho Fan for the MSU alumni section.
“Unfortunately for Michigan
made a point to attend at least
one event of every GVSU State, they didn’t let me move
sport. However, he said he to the Grand Valley section,”
overextended himself and has Wierzbicki said, laughing. “I
since focused on basketball, was yelling, got (Tom) Izzo’s
attention and he called me a few
where he feels most effective.
“Different sports aren’t things we probably can’t print."
After the Lakers won the
quite ready for Psycho Fan,”
game in double overtime,
Wierzbicki said.
He attends all the home Wierzbicki said he was the most
basketball games, spending unpopular person in the building
about 12 hours a week in the and fled to the parking lot.
“It’s going to be hard to top
Fieldhouse Arena. He also
travels to most of the away that,” he said. “I’ve never felt
games
within
Michigan, more alive than running to the
Indiana and Ohio. Wierzbicki parking lot out of the Breslin
said the coaching staff has been Center.”
outstanding in supporting his nuina^in^editor@ lanthorn rom
efforts to pump up the team.
The appreciation is mutual,
See more:
according to men’s head
Photo reprints of
basketball coach Ric Wesley.
“It took me longer to notice
Pyscho Fan and
him than most people because
Laker athletes are
I was focusing on the game,”
Wesley said.
available at the
Once he did notice Psycho
Lanthorn Photo Store
Fan, though, Wesley said he has
also observed a positive impact*

®

GVL / Brian B. Sevald

As the energetic, enigmatic Psycho Fan, fifth-year senior Justin
Wierzbicki is a familiar sight at home and away basketball games.

GVL / Brian B. Sevald

GVSU's No. 1 fan is easy to identify with his one-of-a-kind jersey.
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GV jitterbugs revive ‘30s swing
introduce yourself to people. You listen
to what the leader is telling you to do.”
While the Swing Dance Club holds
'
regular Thursday meetings, it does not
limit its members to wooden dance
floors. Some members represented the
Swing Dance Club earlier this year at
a home football game and rushed the
By Susie Skowronek
field at halftime when the marching
GVL Staff Writer
Two begin at the center of the floor. band performed the swing tune, “Just
He wears black slacks with suspenders a Gigalo.”
“It was insane," Sams said. “But a
over a white button-up. She wears loose
black pants to her waist and tucks in a lot of fun.”
For the dancers,
red collared shirt that
Sams added, swing
“(Swing dancing) is
matches his tie.
always
means
The
soothing
very jazzy and very
having a good time.
crooning of Frank
showy at the same
While preparing for
Sinatra’s "Fly Me to
exhibition
events such
the Moon" floods the
time. It's a social
as
the
halftime
show
dance floor, and the
dance.”
can be a lot of work,
couple launches into
JUSTIN SARNS
dancing also gives
action. Four beats,
the members a feeling
SWING
DANCE CLUB
they dance at a quick
SECRETARY
of
happiness and
pace. Eight beats, they
accomplishment.
dance like jitterbugs.
In addition to the halftime show, the
Justin Sams walked into a similar
scene a couple of years ago when a swing dance club holds the Big Dance
friend dragged him to a meeting of the each year in which the club invites the
Grand Valley Jazz Band to provide
Swing Dance Club.
To a bystander, Sams said, the dance music for the dancers.
In the future, Sams said the
looks more difficult than it actually is.
executive
board hopes to provide
But it looked like fun. and he wanted to
more workshops in which professional
learn how to dance.
Sams is now secretary of the s club, instructors come to campus to teach
which meets at 8 p.m. on Thursdays in members the dance.
Sams and the board also look
Pere Marquette or the room next door,
forward to continued growth in
both in the Kirkhof Center.
Typically 40 to 50 members turn out membership.
“It’s already grown quite a bit from
to learn new swing dance moves from
last
year," Sams said. “We hope to make
the executive board or to just dance.
Individuals can also request officers’ a bigger presence and grow throughout
help one-on-one or in small groups. the school,”

Swing Dance Club
brings taste of allAmerican couples'
rhythm' to campus

Students dance for about two hours,
and sometimes go until midnight.
Vice president of the club l^auren
Janicki had a similar first experience
with swing dancing - a friend coaxed
her into trying a club meeting four years
ago. Now. she said she enjoys dancing
Thursday nights as a way to work out
and have fun with friends.
The social aspects of swing
dancing have carried into other areas
of Janicki’s life, too. She said she feels
more extroverted and outgoing as a
result of swing.
“It makes you more outgoing to
get up and dance with people,” she
said. “Everything about dancing Is
communicating with a partner. You

rhythm dance consisting primarily of
six-beat and eight-beat patterns that
cover either a circular or slotted area on
the dance floor,” Blair wrote. “Swing
incorporates the use of underarm
turns, side passes, push breaks and
whips - plus ‘four-beat’ rhythm breaks,
syncopations and extensions of the
same.”
Swing dancing originated in the late
‘30s under various names, and styles
and dance elements varied by region.
The dancers were called "jitterbugs.”
However, music became the unifying
factor, for the music with identifiable
tempo and musical interpretation
was labeled “swing.” Swing music
influenced social customs, dress styles
and moral code during the dance’s
popularity.
Sams said recently, swing dancing
has experienced a revival with a new
boom in popularity.
“It’s picking up quite a bit," he said.
"There are three swing dance groups in
the Grand Rapids area alone.”
He compared swing dancing to
ballroom, which he described as a
proper form of dance with rigid rules
and pointed-toe traditions.
“Swing dancing is a little more
of an art,” Sams said. "There is more
style to it, and it takes some skill. If you
can swing dance, you are able to do
something different that not everybody
does.”
While not everyone takes the
opportunity to learn to swing dance.

anyone has the ability.
“It’s something anybody can do,”
Sams said. “It’s easy to learn, and
anybody can do it.”
Janicki added members range in skill
levels beginning from basic to more
advanced. However, new members will
not see moves such as those performed
on “So You Think You Can Dance?” or
“Dancing With the Stars.”
“(On the television programs), it’s
all about performing,” she said. “It’s
flashy, and it’s not considered safe
on the social dance floor. If you are

dancing with someone you don’t know,
you don’t want them flipping.”
With multiple couples sharing the
dance floor, aerial techniques also
increase the risk of endangering other
couples.
“You learn a lot of cool things you
can do without ever having to leave the
ground,” Janicki said.
sskowronek@ lanthorn rom

See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com

for

a slideshow

What is sw ing dance?

Defining swing dance is more
difficult than performing the dance
itself, anti the exact definition has led
to debates in colloquiums since the
dance’s invention,
“It’s dirty, but not in a sexual way,”
Sams said. “It’s very jazzy and very
showy at the same time. It’s a social
dance. You can go from girl to girl and
you don’t have to dance with just one
partiier. A lot is about the rhythm and
your feet, keeping yourself in time.”
Skippy Blair, known as the first
lady of West Coast swing, recorded the
first unified definition of swing at the
Swing Dance Council in 1985: “Swing
dancing is an all-American couples’

GVL I Brian B Sevald
GVL / Brian B. Sevald

A couple 'swings' during a meeting

Swing Dance Club Pesident Ben Kiaunis and his dance partner and fellow
officer Lauren Janicki get their groove on during one of the Swing Dance Club's
meetings. The meetings are held Thursdays at 8 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center.
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Baseball kicks off season with solid play

Sports in Brief
Ringler earns post
season honors
Junior forward Justin Ringler of the
Grand Valley State University basketball
team was recently named to the National
Association

of

Basketball

Coaches

Midwest Region First Team. Ringler led
GVSU in points (13.4 ppg), rebounds (6.9
rpg) and assists (2.8 apg) while helping
the team to its fifth-straight NCAA
tournament appearance. He was one of
only six players selected for the honors.

Weekend in
Sports
Today
- Baseball at Findlay, 2 p.m.
- Baseball at Findlay, 5 p.m.
Friday
- Baseball at Hillsdale,
2:30 p.m.
- Baseball at Hillsdale,
5:30 p.m.
Saturday
- Baseball at Hillsdale, noon
- M. Tennis vs. Michigan
Tech, 10:30 a.m.
- M. Tennis vs. Albion, 2:30
p.m.
- Softball vs. Urbana
University Tournament
(Urbana, Ohio), TBA
Sunday
- M. Tennis vs. Lake
Superior State, 9 a.m.
- M. Golf vs. E-Z Go Spring
Classic (Falmouth, Ky.), all
day event
- Softball vs. Urbana
University Tournament
(Urbana, Ohio), TBA

schools to help give the team some
experience.
“I transferred to Grand Valley
basically because of the tradition
that it has of winning basically in
all of its sports programs,” said
junior infielder Cory Phillips,
who transferred from Heartland
By Emanuel Johnson
Community College. “In athletics
GVL Sports Editor
all you want to do is look to win a
Fresh off of a fourth straight championship, and 1 thought Grand
Division II World Series appearance Valley would be a great place to do
last season, the Grand Valley State so.”
University baseball team is set to
Slated as the No. 7 team in the
make another run at finishing as one nation by the National Collegiate
of the top teams in the country.
Baseball
Writers
Association
Unfortunately for
(NCBWA),
the
GVSU head coach
“So we had some
Lakers began their
Steve
Lyon,
the
2010 .
campaign
new guys on the
team heads into this
with a doubleheader
lineup, and I was
season without the
against
Quincy
aid of several seniors
University
before
very pleased with
that graduated last
heading south for a
their performances.
spring.
13-game swing in
“We lost seven
Florida during spring
STEVE LYON
seniors from last
break.
GVSU HEAD COACH
year’s team, so we
Though four of
had
some
pretty
the team’s games
critical holes to fill,’ he said. “So in Florida were cancelled due to
we had some new guys in the lineup, inclement weather, the Lakers
and I was very pleased with their played enough games to get a broad
performances (in previous games this perspective of their strengths and
season). We have two catchers that weaknesses.
haven’t caught a lot in (sophomores)
“1 don’t think it hurt us not to
Zach Laupp and Jared Cowan, but play those games,” said senior first
they both played very well and hit baseman Cory Maguire. “1 think in
very well.”
the long run we just need to play
But rather than go through the better defense and score runs to give
tumultuous experience of fielding our pitchers more support. That’ll be
a team comprised of mostly the best situation for us.”
underclassmen, Lyon had a handful
The team ground out a 7-2 record
of players transfer from other on the Florida trip, but in the two

Team s transfers,
underclassmen step
up to fill seven holes
left by ‘09 seniors

LA
{

ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com

GVL Archive

The Laker baseball team has added several transfers and freshmen to its roster.

Runners continue toward goals of conference title, national qualifiers for outdoor track
By Aaron Brandt
Warm temperatures and sunshine welcomed
the Grand Valley State University outdoor track
team as the season began this past Monday.
GVSU is fresh off an indoor track campaign
that resulted in GL1AC titles for both the men’s
and women’s teams as well as a second place
finish for the women at nationals?
Although the setting will change from the
confines of the Laker Turf Building to the great
outdoors, GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes said the
team’s mindset remains the same.
“Our expectations haven’t really changed,”
he said. “We always want to compete for the
conference championship, get as many kids to
the national meet as possible and score as many
points as we can.”
The outdoor season comes as a welcome
change for many of the athletes, including senior
distance runner Ross Faasse.
“With indoors you just pound so much of your
body out on that track,” he said. “It’s refreshing to

Follow LanthornSports
on Twitter for up-tothe-minute coverage of
Laker games, players

Courtesy Photo / Facebook

Sophomore Tyler Emmorey and former teammate

and coaches

Twenty games from now 1 think
we’ll be a better team than we are
now, but that day they certainly were
a better team than us.”
The Lakers will next see
competitive action when they travel
to Ohio for doubleheaders with the
University of Findlay on Friday and
Hillsdale College on Saturday as
well as an extra game with Hillsdale
on Sunday.
The team’s home opener is
scheduled for next Tuesday against
Northwood University.
sports @ lan thorn .com

Track team welcomes outdoor season
GVL Staff Writer

GET

losses the team had some major
difficulties. The Lakers dropped an
11-2 decision to Augustana College
before getting hammered 17-4 by
the University of Tampa.
While the scores may be starkly
lopsided, Lyon said they do not
trouble him as much as they would
had they occurred later in the
season.
“They’re about 20 games ahead
of us in terms of games played at
this point in the season,” he said.
“That gives them a little bit of an
advantage in terms of preparation.

Chris Hammer compete in the steeplechase last year.

get on something that’s a little bit softer and more national qualifiers as possible.
forgiving with your body. It’s a big difference
“The third weekend on the schedule, we are
and takes a little transition, but it’s good for taking a handful of kids out to California so that
will be a big qualifying weekend for us,” Baltes
everybody.”
On its path to the GLIAC Championships said. “The throwers and jumpers are going to
and the national meet, the team will travel much Auburn University and the vaulters are going
more than it did during the indoor season. Meets down to the University of Oklahoma. We’ve sort
of set that weekend up to try and get
in California, Oklahoma and
“We are capable of
Alabama are all on the schedule
some things done on the national
a lot more than we
for the upcoming weeks.
scene by taking our top athletes
to those events to hit some NCAA
“It’s something to look forward
did in the past, so
to, but at the end of the day it is
marks.”
our expectations
still a business trip,” Faasse said.
To hit those marks, the team will
“We go to California because the
continue its training program that
are to get people
focuses on progressing throughout
weather out there is just about as
back to nationals.”
perfect as you can get for this time
the season with the intention of
ROSS FAASSE
peaking at the GLIAC and national
of year, where as if you go to an
GVSU SENIOR
outdoor meet in the Midwest, you
meets. Junior thrower Lauren
take a chance with the weather
Buresh commented on the program,
still being crappy.”
which is still beginning.
April 19 will mark an important point in the
“We just got back from nationals, so we haven’t
season for Baltes as the team will split up and seen what (head throws coach) Corey Young has
travel to several different meets all across the made up for us, but it will probably be similar
country with the intention of gaining as many to the indoor once we start lifting hard again,”
Buresh said. “We lift hard, and then the farther
we go into the season, the less we let off so the
body can recover for the last meets.”
The last meets are the focus for both teams
this year and for the men, they offer a chance at
redemption. Last season, the men finished second
at the GLIAC and 12th at the NCAA Track &
Field Championships.
“Our last couple of years we have been off a
little bit,” Faasse said. “We are capable of a lot
more than we did in the past, so our expectations
are to get people back to nationals.”
The Lakers will see their first action of the
Courtesy Photo / Facebook
season at the Stanford Invitational next weekend.
Sophomore Karie McDonald hurdles a barrier during
the 2009 Outdoor National Championships.
ahrandt@ lanthorn .com

Managing youth, experience key to softball's success
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Senior Reporter

• <>-H
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GVL Archive l Brian B Sevald

Senior Stephanee Schrader bats during a home
game in Allendale last season.

Coming off a 33-18 overall record and a fifthplace GLIAC conference finish a season ago,
the women’s softball team will look to rely on
both youth and experience heading into the 2010
campaign.
In light of that balance. Grand Valley State
University comes into the spring with the
opportunity to establish itself as one of the upperechelon teams in the GLIAC.
“Our big goal this year is to be in the top
right half of the standings and challenge for the
league championship,” said GVSU head coach
Doug Woods, who is beginning his 20th year at
the helm for the Leakers. “I think if we play well
consistently, we’re going to have a chance. If we
play to our potential, we have people that can
pitch, hit and field for us.”
Woods said leadership will be essential for
the Lakers, a team comprised of a group of seven
seniors, to compete with the best in the GLIAC.
“You always want your seniors to show
leadership both on and off the field," Woods said.
“We have some younger players that are very

good players, but they need that direction from
our senior players. It‘s going to be huge for us if
we want to win.”
One of the seniors Woods will count on is
first baseman Breanne Kronberg. An All-GLIAC
second team selection a year ago, Kronberg led
the league with 41 runs batted in and 17 doubles
— the second most in school history. She was
also sixth in the GLIAC with a .358 batting
average.
Kronberg said having the chance to bond with
the underclassman on the team will be crucial to
the team's success on the field.
“We just have to get used to them," she said.
“We played with other people for three years,
but some of those people are gone now. It's very
important that we all become friends, but also we
need to be good teammates, as well.”
During the spring break, the leakers began
their season with a mediocre 5-6 run in games
played in Clermont, Fla.
Fielding was one of the struggles for the team
in Florida as it finished with an aveiage of more
than two errors per game, a concern for Woods.
"The biggest thing was we didn’t field the ball
well,” he said. "When you average that many

errors in a game, it’s tough to beat teams, so
we have to cut down on those miscues whether
they’re mental or physical.”
Though the trip was not what the leakers
expected, there were positives coming out of
their spring break in the Sunshine State.
“I think it was a learning experience because
we’re such a young team,” said sophomore
pitcher Andrea Nicholson, who threw a complete
game in GVSU’s 6-0 shutout over Franklin Pierce
University on Saturday. “We’re just getting used
to each other on the field and getting used to the
dirt in general. We have a young group of players,
but I think we’ll keep improving along the way
and it’s going to help us through the season.”
With the spring season now coming into full
gear. Kronberg expressed her excitement about
the weather at Tuesday’s practice in Allendale.
“This is awesome,” she said. “It definitely
feels great to finally be back out here. It feels
good getting out of the Turf Building ... feels
great with no more grass to deal with anymore."
The Leakers home opener will be on Monday
when they take on Olivet College in a doubleheader starting at 3 p.m.
jgreenleaf® lanthorn .com
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Golf teams anticipate big goals in spring
Women aim to win national championship, men focus on returning to NCAA finals in upcoming season
Second-year GVSU women’s
coach
Rebecca Maiiloux said she
GVL Senior Reporter
could not be any more confident with
After finishing as national runner- her returning players.
up last spring, the anticipation level
“They know what it takes and
will be high as the women’s golf know what the pressure feels like,”
team hits the links this spring looking she said. “Anytime you’re in big
to earn its first national championship situations like that, experience is
in school history
always what’s going to win out, so
“It’s definitely our main goal I’m pretty confident with those four.
for the future and
going into that type of
“We're very hungry
we’re
definitely
situation.”
motivated,”
said
to get out of winter
The Lakers opened
senior Ashley Smith.
their
season a week
and start playing
“You could see it in
ago by finishing one
again.”
our first tournament
stroke behind firstat the beginning
place California State
of the fall, we just
University-Monterey
ASHLEY SMITH
wanted to get back
Bay at the Ashland
GVSU SENIOR
into the swing of
Desert Invitational in
things. We’re very
Mesa, Ariz. Longbow
hungry to get out of
Golf
Course,
the
winter and start playing again.”
course of choice for the invitational,
Smith is among four key returners will also be the host of this year’s
for No. 2 Grand Valley State NCAA Championships.
University, who finished 15 strokes
In order for the Lakers to have any
behind defending national champion chance of achieving their ultimate
Nova Southeastern University last goal. Smith said one thing will need
year. Other players looking to make to be certain.
an impact for GVSU are senior
“We’re definitely going to need
Caitlin Bennett, junior Allie Tyler to work together,” Smith said. “It’s
and sophomore Sarah Hoffman, who going to be a team thing and in
all finished in the top 40 at nationals.
especially in golf, it’s hard at times

By Jared Greenleaf

to keep that focus because it’s such
an individual sport. In order for us
to win nationals, it’s going to take
everyone of us to pull together, which
we know we’ll do.”
Next up for the women will be the
Barry Bucs Invitational beginning on
March 29 in Miami, Fla.
Men look to return to national
tournament
Fresh off their second straight
GLIAC Championship in the fall,
the main objective for the men’s
golf team will be getting back to the
NCAA Championships which they
missed last season.
“The point I’m trying to get across
to them right now is that you prepare
now and compete every week,” said
GVSU men’s coach Don Underwood,
who was named GLIAC Men’s
Coach of the Year this past fall. “Our
process will not be to think if we
don’t play well, all is going to be well
and better later in the season. Every
time we tee off, we’re going to treat it
as the most important thing going on
right now and hopefully our guys can
understand that.”
The core group of players looking
to lead GVSU includes senior Matt
Malloure, sophomore Mike Basinski
and junior Chase Olsen, each of

whom finished in the top six at the
GLIAC championships. The team
dominated the field winning by 20
strokes.
“This team has a lot of ability,”
Underwood said. “I’m confident
that all these guys work hard, they
have a lot of skills and they have
an excitement for the game of golf.

I think if we have all of those, it’s
going to help us out drastically.”
After a disappointing 13th place
showing at the Barton Intercollegiate
Tournament in Wilson, N.C., the
Lakers will look to rebound at the
E-Z Go Spring Classic in Falmouth,
Ky., set to begin on Sunday.
jf>reenleaf@ lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / GVSU Athletics

Matt Malloure hits down the green.

Caitlin Bennett finishes a full swing.

Tennis teams ready to enter conference play
2-3 during a six-day span and
the women took three of their
five contests. The women
Back from a spring break continued their solid play
trip to Florida and preparing
on
Tuesday,
for a difficult
overpowering
“Our
team
is
schedule ahead,
Hope College
very deep, and
the Grand Valley
7-2 for their
State University
everyone is very
sixth win in
•men’s
and
eight matches.
close
in
talent.”
women’s tennis
After
the
teams look to
outing against
JOHN BLACK
continue their
the
Flying
GVSU HEAD COACH
solid start as
Dutchmen,
they prepare for
GVSU head coach John
conference play.
Black said he was pleased
The Laker men and women to see his team execute well
played five matches each in after playing indoors for the
Orlando, Fla. The men went first time in almost a month.

By Greg Monahan
GVL Staff Writer
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“For the most part we
played well in singles, and
our first and second doubles
played solid matches,” he
said. “It was a good match,
as going from outside back
to indoors there is always
an adjustment. Obviously
outside has the sun and wind,
but the big difference from
outdoors to indoors is the
ball comes quicker indoors,
so you have a little bit less of
reaction time.”
As the women prepare
for the conference schedule
ahead, the team has a different
look than it has in years past.
“It’s been a little different
this season because we don’t
have any seniors on our team,”
said junior Jackie Shipman.
“We have four juniors and
we’ve all stepped up. We’re
all trying to lead the team
and I think we can definitely
give ourselves some credit
for that. It’s challenging, but I
think we’ve managed it pretty
well.”
Black said down the stretch
the key for the women will be
thorough, consistent play.

GVL Archive / Brian B. Sevald

GVSU sophomore Katelyn Schaffer competes in a match against Tiffin University in a past season.

“We’ve been able to pull
out a lot of the matches,” he
said. “But a lot of the time
we have a lopsided set and
then a close set, and that’s
because we relax a little bit
and think that since the first

set was so easy, the opponent
is just going to give up. In
college tennis everyone is
good. and if you relax a little
bit, the person you're playing
is going to be good enough to
beat you.”
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Being able to pay
for it is even better.
As a member of the
elite forces serving
our country, a student

WANT TO CALL THEM

college through the
National Guard.
Ask about our Student
Loan Repayment
Program!

PLATTERS!

1-800-GO GUARD
www.nationalguard.com

For more information:

SFC Aaron Gould
MICHIGAN

616-396-9429

The men's team, which lost
two matches in Florida by a
slim 5-4 margin, will kick off
conference play this weekend
with three meets that have
the potential to determine its
chances of making nationals.
“I think we might have the
most talent in the conference,
so we need to focus, play
hard and not overestimate
ourselves,” said sophomore
Jeff Globerson. “Right now,
we have to win a lot of our
matches to make nationals.
To get there we have to beat
Lake State, Michigan Tech
and Wayne (State). If we win
all those, we should be able to
make nationals.”
With 12 matches before
the GLIAC tournament in
mid-April, Black said the
team will depend heavily on
every player on the roster in
order to be in gcxxJ position
for the conference title.
“Our team is very deep,
and everyone is very close
in talent,” he said. “The way
we’re going to win is through
the depth of our team. There
are about six teams that are
going* to be extremely close
to each other, so there will
be lots of close matches in
conference, and we need to
step it up and take it to the
other teams.”
The men will match
up against Michigan Tech
University, Albion College
and Lake Superior State
University this weekend,
while the women arc off until
late March.

gmonahan@lanthorn .com

4814 LAKE MICHIGAN DR.
616.892.2000
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DEADLINES: Noon Friday for Monday. Noon Wednesday for Thursday
E-mail your classifieds: classihedsc^lanthorncom

Announcements

For Sale

Housing

Introducing Grand Valley's
Daily Style Blog: Valley
Scene. Run entirely by stu
dents, Valley Scene has 4
photographers on campus
Monday-Friday. We post new
pictures of students daily.
www.VallevScene.net

Used Affordable apple lap
tops guaranteed and war
ranted. $200 plus 616 862
2841

1-2 Subleasers needed for
Fall 2010- Winter 2011 at
Meadows Crossing. Includes
free parking, free highspeed
internet, free cable, and free
water and sewer. This lease
is a 9 month lease but you
would be able to sign for 12
months. For more informa
tion or if you are interested
please e-mail me at jawalterslax@hotmail.com

Services_______
Teacher Candidates: Fulfill
ypur CPR requirements in
one afternoon for $60. Call
Grand Rapids Healthcare at
616-723-0463

Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+ Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.

Housing
The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info
1 Subleasers needed for this
summer at Meadows Cross
ing starting the end of the
school year. Includes free
parking, free highspeed inter
net, free comcast cable, and
free water and sewer. Willing
to pay for some of the rent. If
you are interested please
e-mail
me
at
sasekj@mail.gvsu.edu
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Pub
Food Fun

Awesome Specials:
$200 labatt a labatt Lite bottles
$500 Coots light pitchers
B O M. $2.50 mugs oi Bud light

Brand new hi-def & big screen T V ’s

Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the
most
space for the best price! 1,2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.
LOOKING FOR SUBLEASER
MAY - JULY 435/month SEC
OND CHEAPEST OPTION
AVAILABLE
ANIMAL FRIENDLY.
4 bed 4.5 bath all room mates
21+. I WILL PAY THE 150 MOVE
IN FEE. Call me 773-704-6393

Large 6 bedroom 2 1/2 bath.
House for rent starting May
1, 2001. Each bedroom is
oversized. Home has a huge
fenced in backyard with vol
leyball court and fire pit.
Rent includes all utilities,
trash, wireless Internet/cable
TV, and full laundry. Also
partially furnished conven
iently located on Lake Michi
gan Dr. yet still secluded.
Please
e-mail
to
dkfaul@sbcglobal.net or call
Kelly at 616-453-0923

FREE—
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r
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Green Week
by Joshua Kovach
Across
1. Common sport item
5. John of Atlas Shrugged
9. 2155, to the Romans
14. “I cannot tell___ .”
15. NY Yankee, for one
25
26
16. Protozoa propellers
17. Stair piece
34
18. 1502, to Nero
19. Muffin man’s street name
38
20. Good luck charm
23. Superlative suffix
42
24. Crow's cry
45
25. Geronimo et al.
29. Green land?
34. Bludgeon
35. Directional suffix
37. Holiday drink
38. Fake name
40. Pool stick
41. "Foreign Affairs" Pulitzer
a
author
42. Catch up some fish, perhaps
43. Hi-___graphics
44. “99 Luflballoons” pop group
2. Type of saxophone
45. Hand-held explosive
3. In___of (substitution)
47. Achievement
4. Irish fairy
50. Decay
5. Reproductive cell
51. “Quiet!”
52. Follows American Tuesday this 6. Hawkeye Alan
7. Son of Eric the Red
week
8. Leprechaun's characteristic
60. Tolerate
9. Actor Malcolm
61. Medicinal house plant
10 Anti-USSR weapon
62. “Field of Dreams” locale
11. Murder mystery board game
63. Orion's left foot
12. Long Island comm, train
64. Shine in the dark
13. Way, pronounced by Chekov
65. Scottish troll
21. Lake Superior Hall, on a
66. Writing assignment
student schedule
67. Audio organs
22. White-handed gibbon
68. Moray and electric
25. Go out with____(spectacular)
26. Less tanned
Down
1. Co. that says they make things 27. Primary locale
28. Money given under the table
better

10

11

12

1

30. Shuttle take-off locale
31. Be of the same mind
32. German dissents
33. Actress De Matteo, times two
36. Regret
39. Scantily
46. Homer's exclamation
48. “__ _ & World Report"
49. Guerrilla leader Guevara
52. Sacred Egyptian bird
53. Eighteen-wheelers
54. Concept
55. Singer Fitzgerald
56. Hinged entrance
57. Before Mi Fa
58. Wayward GI
59. Sails off course
60. To be
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Featured Job Listing #10203

Director of Slackology
Salary: $5500/month
Responsibilites include: None.
Applicant must be willing to enjoy a carefree
lifestyle, free of any type of responsibility for life.
No restrictions apply.

Face it. Fantasy jobs do not exist. But the job that’s an
absolutely perfect fit for you does. Find it at MiPerfecUob.com.

mi perfectjob.com

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Thursday, March 18, 2010

A&E

Haley Otman, A&E Editor
arts@lanthorn.com

Spike Lee fails to practice the racial justice he teaches

Michael Bay spends as much
time orchestrating explosions as
he does calling out other action
directors, such as McG, for their
incompetence as filmmakers. He’s
a shameless self-promoter, and he’s
proud of it.
It’s an art form really, and Spike
Lee has mastered it.
Bom Shelton Jackson Lee
on March 20, 1957, in Atlanta,
“Spike” garnered critical and
commercial success early in his
career with “Do the Right Thing.”
He received an Oscar nomination
for Best Screenplay, and many
of Hollywood’s elite at the time
publicly stated their dissatisfaction
with the Academy’s failure to
nominate the film for Best Picture.
Since then, however, Lee has
failed to generate the same success
he experienced early on in his
career. So now he does what any
self-respecting artist would do: he
causes controversy.
Most recently, Lee criticized
Clint Eastwood for his failure to
depict the efforts of black Marines in
his films “Flags of Our Fathers” and

“Letters from Iwo Jima.” Eastwood
pointed out that the former film
focused on those who raised the flag
at Mount Suribachi, none of whpm
were black, and that at that time in
U.S. history, the military remained
segregated. Black Marines mainly
held defensive positions and were
not allowed to take part in major
assaults.
Eastwood concluded his public
response a bit immaturely and
unrefined by saying Lee should “shut
his mouth.” The Georgia native
immediately responded through his
media muse, calling Eastwood an
“angry old man” and that the two of
them were “not on a plantation.”
He also charged “there was not
one black soldier in either of those
films” when, if one actually sits
down to watch either movie, and I
doubt Lee did, this is quite evidently
incorrect. Black Marines are clearly
shown during the mission-planning
scenes and during the landing in
preparation for said mission.
Lee’s first comment took place
at a press conference at the 2008
Cannes Film Festival, where he also
took the opportunity to promote
his own WWII film, “Miracle at
St. Anna,” betwixt his remarks.
Convenient, no?
. Lee, who has also openly
criticized director Quentin Tarantino
for his liberal use of the “n-word”
in a number of his films, seems

to forget
his
sporadic use of
the anti-Semitic
slur “shylock” in
his “Mo’ Better
Blues.”
Now,
for a man who
stands up against
the hundreds of
years of racial
injustice blacks
have
suffered
and endured, one would think he’d
be just as inclined to recognize
the plight of other races. I believe
the correct term here, ladies and
gentleman, is hypocrite.
Other bits of wisdom Lee has
to offer include his comments
regarding famed Boston Celtic
Larry Bird, who he calls “the most
overrated player of all time.” Why,
you may ask? On what grounds?
Simple: he is white.
I’ll admit I’ve never seen a
“Spike Lee Joint,” nor do I plan
to. I understand his talents as a
filmmaker are world-renowned, and
as a film critic and columnist, one
must remain subjective. But a man
who creates controversy by stoking
the very flames of hate he claims
to be so dedicated in extinguishing
isn’t a talented artist, but a skillful
and shameless public speaker.
I won’t pay to support this man’s
livelihood.
clevandoski @ lanthorn .com

Courtesy Movie Poster /
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"Do The Right Thing," written, directed and produced by Spike Lee, received an
Oscar Nomination for Best Screenplay in 1989. Lee also starred in the film.

Touted trumpeter continues
Guest Artist Series at GV
By Elijah Brumback

jazz staple Charlie Parker to classical masters
such as Shostakovich.
GVL Staff Writer
A recent review in Gramophone Magazine
Contemporary trumpeter and jazz/classical described the album as having a “nightclub
composer John Adler is slated to give a
atmosphere” and “sinister
performance Friday at Grand
air.”
Overall the article praised
“Adler is a
Valley State University featuring
the album calling Adler
songs from his first solo album
devastatingly
“young and talented” and was
from last October, “Confronting
optimistic about it being well
accomplished
Inertia.”
received outside the "nonmusician.”
Adler currently works as
academic world.”
assistant professor of trumpet
The performance is open
and jazz studies at Virginia
to the public and admission is
GREG HORNBY
Tech University and earned
free. It will run from 8 p.m.
GUITARIST
his own doctoral credentials
to 10 pm. in the Herman Van
at the University of Miami,
Solkema Recital Hall in the
having studied with Craig
Performing Arts Center of the GVSU Allendale
Morris, former principal trumpet of the Chicago Campus. The performance is part of the Guest
Symphony Orchestra.
Artist Series.
Through his academic rise in music Adler
ebrumback@lanthorn .com
achieved many esteemed titles in the jazz
and classical genres, including DownBeat
Magazine’s “Best Classical Instrumentalist”
in 2003 and 2006. He was also one of three
Americans invited to compete in the highly
regarded Maurice Andre Trumpet Competition
in Paris.
His profound musicianship has led him to
teach several masterclasses and perform recitals
around the country.
“Adler is a devastatingly accomplished
musician,” said Greg Homby, a graduate of the
University of Michigan Jazz studies program and
guitarist for New York progressive rock band the
Dirty Birds. “When I was studying at Michigan,
Adler's name was thrown around. It seemed that
he was always being named to some group or
giving a notable performance.”
Adler’s solo album consists of seven different
works commissioned by former mentors and
Courtesy Photo / origindassical
collaborators, with influences ranging from
John Adler will perform on his trumpet Friday.
alternative progressive rockers Radiohead to

v-uui icsy riiuiu / uiyuem.tuni

"The Color Purple," put on by Broadway Grand Rapids, will run from March 30 to April 4 downtown.

‘The Color Purple’
arrives in Grand Rapids
From N. Y. to West Michigan, multiple Tony nominee musical
evokes changes in love,acceptance with Broadway GR
By Danielle Slabbekoorn
GVL Staff Writer

“The Color Purple” will
make its sweep through Grand
Rapids this spring for eight
shows.
This II-time Tony Award
nominee, including for Best
Musical, follows the story
of Celie, a woman who finds
acceptance, hope and the
healing power of love through
her life journeys.
Dayna
Dantzler,
who
plays Celie in this Broadway

entourage, has been with the
show for a month and half.
A native of Detroit and a
graduate of Western Michigan
University, Dantzler said her
life was foreshadowing her
performing in “The Color
Purple.”
“I loved the music and
that’s where it all started,”
Dantzler said. “When I moved
to New York, my friend and I
listened to it all the way from
Michigan.”
She said the music intrigued
her because it is not the
traditional musical — it rocks
to jazz, pop and African music
while also giving more lyrical
pieces in gospel and blues.
In returning to Michigan,
she said she is excited to
see friends and family at
the productions as well as
“go back to where I’ve been
trained” where home is a
“piece of me.”
Nicole Gram, director of
marketing and public relations
at Broadway Grand Rapids,
said the company is always
trying to get different types
of shows to reach to different
diverse
groups
within
Michigan.
“We want to reach out to
different segments of people
in Grand Rapids,” she said.
“We want to get people who
don’t often attend the theater
to come, and this is one of
those shows that will do that.”
Since the production is
during Easter weekend, Gram
hopes families will go to see it
together.
“The message is all about
love,” she said. “It’s about
finding love in yourself, being
confident in who you are and
loving yourself.”
Mike Lloyd is the executive
director of Broadway Grand
Rapids and teaches a Business
in Media class at Grand Valley
State University.

He has spoken to various
audiences on the upcoming
show and has promoted it at
various churches because of
the Easter holiday.
“Could a show change a
person?” he asked. “It could;
you never know what could
change a person’s heart.”
He said this show could
change perspectives and how
people might view other
people.
Dantzler said this production
had the opportunity to work
with some of the original
people who wrote it, including
Grammy Award
winning
composer/lyricist
Brenda
Russell, who gave the cast an
inside spin on what the original
writers were thinking.
“(Celie) has been through
a lot and she represents so
many women and people in
the world,” Dantzler said.
“So many people feel they
don’t matter and have to play
the hand they are dealt with;
but they can overcome the
obstacles and be strong through
it all and that’s something we
all can learn from. I hope
people will understand they
are worth the fight,” she said.
“The Color Purple” shows
at the DeVos Performance
Hall from March 30 to April
4, with tickets varying from
$25 to $67 at http://www.
ticketmaster.com or through
BroadwayGrandRapids.
org, which also supplies
the different times for each
showing. On April 4, the
tickets will be $20 off the
original price for Easter.
dslabbekoorn@ lanthorn .com

See more: Visit

Lanthorn.com
for Film History
and Weekend
Diversions.

